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How can joints used in the composite structure of a small unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) be further optimized given the unique operational 
constraints of such aircraft? How may these developments relate to prolonging the operational life of the aircraft?

Project Motivation…
The structural design of small UAVs remains a largely underexplored
area of aircraft design. While previous research has been completed
regarding the failure of composite structural members in UAVs, this
only represents one failure mode for the structural system. Given the
complex geometry needed to create the structure of a small UAV, by
understanding the ways that the composite joints fail, engineers may
able to better design the structure of a small UAV.

Testing Procedure…
To quantify the failure of structural joints, a cantilevered bending
test was performed with different joint geometries. The joint
geometries tested were as follows…
• Solid Internal Joint served as the control structural joint, based

on legacy use in small UAVs
• Hollow Internal Joint served as the new joint geometry to be

tested, offering a 20% mass decrease, as compared to the control
joint

The following were controlled for all of the performed tests…
• RockWest 1” Composite Square Stock was used as the composite

structure, based on legacy use in small UAVs
• JB Weld Plastic Bonder Structural Adhesive was used as the

binding epoxy, based on its ability to bond metals,
thermoplastics, and thermoset materials

• Overture PETG Filament (Double Wall Thickness, 60% Infill) was
used to create structural joints, based on legacy use in small UAVs

• 1” Bonding Area (i.e., 2” total length) was used for all tests,
based on both legacy use in small UAVs and maximum material
use with the limited carbon fiber

• 24” Bending Lever Arm was used throughout all cantilevered
bending tests to best match the shear and bending stresses at the
joint to flight loads

Failure Modes…
Two Primary Failure Modes were observed during the testing of the
structural Joints…

1. Failure of Bonding Epoxy in Shear (Primary)
The dominant failure mode observed was of the bonding
structural epoxy in shear. In this failure, the structural epoxy
would show signs of strain during the loading, leading to a
relatively high-deformation at the joint, ultimately leading to a
failure of the composite structural member in compression. In
this failure, the joint was often left intact.

2. Failure of Structural Joint (Secondary)
The secondary failure mode observed was of the structural joint
in bending. In this failure, relatively low deformations were
observed before a sudden and violent failure of the joint. In this
failure, the composite structure was left intact.

Figure 1. High Deformation Failure of Structural Epoxy Figure 2. Low Deformation Failure of Structural Joint

Index No. Joint Type Cure Time Failure Moment Failure Type

1 Solid 1 hour 31.53 ft*lb Epoxy

2 Solid 1 hour 36.83 ft*lb Epoxy

3 Solid > 24 hours 43.02 ft*lb Epoxy

4 Solid > 24 hours 52.66 ft*lb Joint

5 Hollow > 24 Hours 40.92 ft*lb Epoxy

6 Hollow > 24 Hours 40.82 ft*lb Epoxy
Table 1. Joint Type, Cure Time, Failure Moment, Failure Type

Figure 3. Experimental Setup, Cantilevered Bending

Conclusions…
After completing the testing, designers should consider the following
concerning the structure of jointed composite UAV structures…
1. Structural Epoxy will likely be the first point of failure in the

structural system. As such, additional features to minimize
deformations (external fiber glassing, bolt hardware, etc.) may be
needed.

2. Proper processing and cure time is essential to improve epoxy
strength.

3. Light-weighting of internal joints may be viable for use in a
composite structure.

4. Failure of structural epoxy generally showcases consistent fatigue
behavior, which operators may be able to inspect for.

Questions for Further Research…
The following are questions viable for further research…
1. What failure modes are dominant when similar tests are

performed on non-planar structural geometries?
2. How may external features that limit deformation best be used

to improve the reliability of similar UAV structures?
3. Which epoxies result in the most resilient structural adhesives for

use in similar UAV structures?


